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Pelican View Drone Services makes landing at BAHEP
BAY AREA HOUSTON, TEXAS – Drones have been around for more than two decades, but
their roots date back to World War I when both the U.S. and France worked on developing
automatic, unmanned airplanes. The fast pace of drone technological innovation is tremendous,
and the last few years have been significant in terms of drone adoption, usage expansion across
industries, and global awareness.
Pelican View Drone Services, located in Clear Lake Shores, Texas, is part of this growing
trend. The company provides photographic and video aerial images using professional-grade DJI
drones.
Bob Mitchell, president of the Bay Area Houston Economic Partnership, noted, “Drone
services are an invaluable tool for everyone from realtors to site selectors to commercial and
industrial developers and much more. It is certainly an expanding technology, and we look
forward to learning more about its capabilities through our association with Pelican View Drone
Services.”
Chuck and Denise Nelms are the owners of Pelican View Drone Services. Their fleet of
drones captures sharp HDR (High Dynamic Range) photos and cinematic video for a variety of
purposes and industries. Chuck Nelms has worked for over 30 years in information technology;
so, his interest in this “flying technology” comes naturally. He said, “Every day industries
around the world are finding new ways to utilize this leading-edge business tool to their
advantage. Denise and I are so excited to be part of this emerging technology. We are also
thrilled to be associated with BAHEP and hope to be of service to this rapidly growing region of
southeast Texas.”

To learn more about Pelican View Drone Services, visit www.pvdroneservices.com, call
603.817.9843, or email contact@pvdroneservices.com.
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